A necessary condition that an extremal be a relative minimum is derived. The condition includes and may be stronger than the Legendre-Hadamard condition.
By considering a slightly more general variation than Hadamard we will obtain a necessary condition in the calculus of variations which may be stronger than the Legendre-Hadamard condition [1, p. 253 with support £ccz(7. Let zi(x)=(p0)'axx so that z'=p0. Let F(x,z,p)= f(x0, z0, p). if / is strongly quasi-convex and if {£"} is a sequence of Lipschitz functions with support {"ccG and ||£"||-»-0, then IF(z)-l im infn^a, IF(z+£"). Thus £, and hence/ satisfies (*) so that/is pseudoconvex iff is strongly quasi-convex. Thus to show that there exist quasiconvex functions which are not strongly quasi-convex it is sufficient to show that there exist functions satisfying (**) but not (*).
